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REMINDER TO ALL EXHIBITORS 

 
This form must be submitted together with Entry Forms for the MidValley Championship 

Dog Show on 16
th

 June 2012. Failure to do so will result in entries not being accepted. 

 
 

1)    Dogs are only allowed to pee and poo in the designated Doggy Toilet area in the loading bay 

of the Mall and NO where else.  

 

2)  Exhibitors are responsible for picking up their dog’s poo, using the plastic bags that will be 

provided at the Registration counter. Exhibitors are also meant to mop up or clean any dog 

pee accidents that happen inside the exhibition and benching area. Mop buckets will be 

located in the collecting rings. 

 

3)  All trimming of dogs fur is to be done in the Grooming Area only and NO WHERE else. 

Exhibitors are also responsible for cleaning up the fur of their dogs after grooming them.  

 

4)    Entrance into the complex with dogs is strictly via the LOADING BAY. No dogs are allowed to 

enter or exit the complex through any other entrances or exits.  

 

5)  No dogs are allowed to walk around the complex, only in the designated areas of the 

Exhibition Halls. No dogs allowed in the public toilets or any lifts or escalators in the 

complex. 

 

6) Exhibitors agree to follow the instructions of the MKA security staff/helpers. 

 

7) In addition to the above, exhibitors are reminded that all other MKA show rules need to be 

adhered to as well. 

  

Thank you! 

 

 

I/We the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that we have read and understood the above 

rules and agree to adhere to them, failing which, I/We acknowledge that The Malaysian 

Kennel Association is at liberty to impose a two (2) show ban on all dogs owned by me/us. 

(Pursuant to Show Entry Rule No.1 General Cleanliness at Shows)   
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